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Los Angeles 1984. Bronze Third Place Winner’s Medal
Awarded for 4x400 Meter Relay Men to Ulo Rotimi Peters
from Nigeria. Bronze, 60mm, by Dugald Stermer. Victory seated
above stadium. Rev. Winner carried by jubilant teammates. Edge
inscribed with event. With 12 photos, two showing Peters in Los
Angeles 1984 with his medal; various events he participated in, his
family etc. Pasted on board or removed from album, VF to EF. With
tricolor ribbon. EF. ($9,000)
Albertville 1992 Winter. Official Torch for the Lighting of the
Olympic Flame in Olympia, Greece. Wood, partially blackened,
53cm (21”). The torch used was a Mexico 1968 torch embellished with
decorative brass around top and bottom. Photos that show the torch in
Olympia are included in this lot. From Berlin 1936 through Albertville 1992

36.

the flame was lit with a torch from the Olympic city where the Games were to be
held. From Barcelona 1992 on the same torch made of silver has been used for
the lighting ceremony. EF (torch and photos). Unique. ($18,000)

9

Albertville 1992 Winter. Silver Second Place Winner’s Medal.
Silver and Lalique crystal glass, 92mm, 9mm thick. The crystal
shows large Olympic rings over Alpine mountains, set in a silver
border which is engraved with logo and olive branch, Albertville
92 legend at bottom. No sport was engraved on the Albertville 1992
medals although an IOC direction asked for it. With silver ribbon,
Olympic color stripes in center. The medals were entirely handmade in
35 different processes. Housed in gray leatherette case lined in gray
velvet, logo on top, a few spots on box. Medal Unc. A beautiful and
very rare medal. ($40,000)
Lillehammer 1994 Winter. Bronze Third Place Winner’s Medal
Awarded for Four-Man Bobsleigh. Bronze and Norwegian granite
sparagmite stone, 80mm, 78mm, by Ingierd Hanevold. Olympic
rings and stylized ice crystal frame attached to sparagmite stone.
Rev. Four-Man Bobsleigh over ice crystals and logo, “Bobsleigh”
at top engraved in stone, “Four-Man Bobsleigh” engraved in lower
right. With blue and purple ribbon, housed in round blackened
wood box with clear plastic top. EF. Rare. ($25,000)
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Sydney 2000. Ceramic Bowl (“Likythos”) as Used in the Lighting
of the Flame Ceremony in Olympia for the Sydney Torch Relay.
Black ceramic with red-brown design, 15.5cm (6.1”) wide, 12.2cm
(4.8”) high, made by Ioulia Karagrouna. Seated lyre student and
teacher, playing, music, and Athena with shield and helmet, divided
by laurel branches. Signed and dated May 10, 2000 on bottom. One
of only four bowls. Unused. EF (bowl and two photos). ($7,200)
Torino 2006 Winter. Ceramic Bowl (“Likythos”) as Used in
the Lighting of the Flame Ceremony in Olympia on November
27, 2005 for the Torino Torch Relay. Black ceramic with redbrown design, 15.5cm (6.1”) wide, 12.2cm (4.8”) high, made by V.
Sisterli. Three ancient Greek runners and a single runner divided
by ancient Greek designs. Inscribed on bottom “Olympic Torch
Lighting” (in Greek) “November 27, 2005”, and “Torino 2006”.
Plus two photos of the torch lighting ceremony. One of only four
bowls. Unused. EF (bowl and three photos). ($7,200)

40
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Beijing 2008. Official Torch Relay Lantern to Store the Olympic
Flame during the Torch Relay. Silver and red, 31 cm (12.2”) high,
9x9 cm (3.5 x 3.5”) wide. Lucky red clouds on all 4 sides, of the
mother flame safety lamp, surrounding the logo on the front, and
lucky silver clouds adorn the lower part. The design was inspired
by the lanterns used in ancient Chinese palaces. With igniter and
key. Housed in a large wooden box. EF. Rare. ($9,750)
Delightful Group of Four Bronze Sculptures Featuring
Children Playing Baseball, Basketball, American Football and
Golf. From 96.5cm (38”) to 124.5cm (49”) tall including a 7.6cm
(3”) high base, 40.5cm (16”) wide. All are signed by sculptor Jim
Davidson. All EF. (4 pcs.) Local delivery can be arranged. ($4,500)
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Mexico City 1968. Official White Metal Torch. Cast white metal,
45cm (17.7”). “Mexico” and logo around top. This torch was used in
the torch relay in Mexico. EF. ($3,250)
Mexico City 1968. Official Black Torch. Black painted aluminum,
part of shaft made of wood, 52.8cm (20.9”). Silver colored doves
around top. The black torch was used in the torch relay from Olympia to
Athens, Greece. Lt. wear, VF-EF. ($2,500)
Munich 1972. Official Torch. Steel, 73cm (28.8”), made by
Krupp. The fire was lit in Olympia, Greece on July 28 and carried 5539 km
in 29 days to Munich by 5976 runners. EF. ($2,500)
Montreal 1976. Official Gold Presentation Torch for High
Dignitaries. Goldplated, 65.9cm (25.9”) tall. Montreal 1976 logo
on handle. Only a very small number of gold torches was made for
presentation to very high dignitaries. EF, in black velvet pouch. Very
rare. ($18,500)
Moscow 1980. Official Torch Used in the Torch Relay.
Aluminum alloy, gray and gold, Moscow logo and legend in red,
56cm (22-1/2”) high, designed by Boris Tuchin. Runners carried the
torch during the 30-day torch relay from Olympia, Greece through Bulgaria
and Romania to Moscow, a distance of 4976 km. Lt. wear, abt. EF.

TORCHES OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES
OLYMPIC SUMMER GAMES TORCHES
Berlin 1936. Official Torch. Steel, 27cm high (10.5”), made by
Krupp Factory, designed by Carl Diem. Route of torch run from
Olympia to Berlin on shaft, legend on top. Carried during the first

53.

Olympic torch relay from Olympia, Greece to Berlin, a distance of 3075 km
in 12 days. EF. ($6,500)

54.

London 1948. Official Torch. Aluminum alloy, 47cm (18.5”).
Cut-out Olympic rings over “XIVth Olympiad 1948. Olympia to
London With Thanks to the Bearer”. EF. ($9,750)
Melbourne 1956. Official Torch. Aluminum alloy, 47cm (18.5”)
tall. Cut-out Olympic rings dividing legend “Melbourne XVI
OLYMPIAD 1956”. 110 torch runners carried the flame from Darwin
to Melbourne after Qantas Airline brought the flame from Athens. EF.
($19,000)
Rome 1960. Official Torch in its Container. Bronzed aluminum,
39.5cm (15.5”). Designed by Professor Maiure and his team from
the National Museum of Archeology in Naples. The design is based
on drawings of torches on ancient Etruscan ceramics. Housed in its
protective container, lt. wear, with original plastic torch wrap and
official wax flame at the top. EF. ($9,500)

($3,000)
Barcelona 1992. Official Torch. Chrome-plated aluminum, 65cm
(23.6”), designed by André Rich. “XXV Olympiad Barcelona
1992” legend and goldplated Barcelona emblem. Rubbing on
leather part as usual, o.w. EF. ($5,000)
Atlanta 1996. Official Torch. Aluminum and Georgia pecan wood,
80cm (31.5”), designed by Peter Mastrogiannis. 22 reeds represent
the cities where Olympic Games were held since 1896. Gathered
by 2 goldplated brass bands, the top band displays the Atlanta
torch logo and the quilt of leaves design, the bottom band lists all
Olympic cities since 1896. The wooden pecan handle represents the
connection of the flame between heaven and earth. The flame was lit
in Olympia. It reached Los Angeles on April 27 and ended 84 days later in
Atlanta, carried by 10,000 relay runners, horses, bicycles, trains, ships, and
hydroplanes. Abt. EF. ($2,500)
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Athens 2004. Official Torch. Silver colored metal and olive
wood, 68cm (26.8”) long. The torch resembles an olive leaf, and
the design wants to express “Pan Metron Ariston” (All things in
moderation, translated from Greek). A simple and beautiful design.
In original cardboard box, EF. ($2,750)
Beijing 2008. Official Torch. Red and anodized aluminum, 72cm
(18.4”) long. Curved form in the shape of a paper scroll, with lucky
clouds graphic expressing harmony. The torch relay started in Olympia,

61

Greece, on March 24, traveled to over 100 cities on five continents and all
of China, a distance of 137,000 km. EF. ($5,750)
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58.
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London 2012. Official Torch. Gold-colored aluminum alloy, 80cm
(31.5”), designed by Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby, made by The
Premier Group, Coventry. Triangular form made out of an inner and
outer sheet with 8000 holes representing the 8000 torch bearers in
Great Britain. EF. ($6,500)
Rio 2016. Official Torch. Recycled aluminum and resin, 69
cm (27”) high. The colorful layers reflect the Ground (like
the Copacabana Promenade), the Sea (blue ocean ripples), the
Mountains ( green natural beauty surrounding Rio ), and the Sky at
the top with the yellow sun (the flame).Used in the torch relay, light
discoloration inside the top, torch EF. A beautiful torch reflecting
the beautiful location of Rio. ($4,500 )

61.

Albertville 1992 Winter. Official Torch. Steel, 42cm (16.5”), up
to 8cm (3.2”) wide, designed by famous French designer Philippe
Starck. The torch, when turned over, has the shape of a flame. The
flame was lit in Olympia on November 27, 1991, when the relay through
Greece started. It left Greece on December 8 on the Concorde to visit
about 70 countries and islands worldwide, to arrive in Paris on December
14. 5,500 torchbearers carried the flame 5,536 km (3,440 miles) around
France to Albertville where the cauldron was lit at the opening ceremony
on February 8, 1992, by Michel Platini and Francoise-Cyrille Grange,
a Savoyard girl. One of only 100 torches (numbered 18) and very

OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES TORCHES
Innsbruck 1976 Winter. Official Torch. Steel, 74.6cm (29.4”),
designed by Vereinigte Metallwerke Rantshofen. The design
integrates a ski jump, with two sets of Olympic rings. Lt. handling,
abt. EF. Rare. ($22,500)
Calgary 1988 Winter. Official Torch Used in the Torch Relay.
60cm (23.6”), maplewood handle with pictograms of 10 Olympic
winter sports, steel torch bowl at top with Calgary Olympic
legend in English and French. Inside top of bowl blackened
from the flame. The flame was flown from Athens, Greece to St. John,
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Newfoundland. In 88 days, it was carried about 18,000 km across Canada
by 6,520 torchbearers sharing torches. Only about 100 torches were made.

Very rare. EF. ($39,500)
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difficult to find. EF. ($75,000)
Nagano 1998 Winter. Official Torch. Aluminum, partially gilt,
55cm (21.7”) long. Designed after ancient Japanese torches called
Taimatsu. It shows the Nagano emblem and sports pictograms, and
a brightly colored orange cord wrapped around the lower part forms
the grip. Fueled with clean burning propane, it burnt for about 20
minutes. The torch relay in Japan took place from January 6 until February
7, when the Olympic fire was lit during the opening ceremony. Choice EF,
in original cardboard box. ($6,000)

